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Abstract

It is widely believed that the herd immunity threshold (HIT) required to prevent a resurgence of SARS-CoV-2 is in excess of 50% for any epidemiological setting. Here, we demonstrate that HIT may be greatly reduced if a fraction of the population is unable to transmit the virus due to innate resistance or cross-protection from exposure to seasonal coronaviruses. The drop in HIT is proportional to the fraction of the population resistant only when that fraction is effectively segregated from the general population; however, when mixing is random, the drop in HIT is more precipitous. Significant reductions in expected mortality can also be observed in settings where a fraction of the population is resistant to infection. These results help to explain the large degree of regional variation observed in seroprevalence and cumulative deaths and suggest that sufficient herd-immunity may already be in place to substantially mitigate a potential second wave.

Main Text

It has been evident from the outset that the risk of severe disease and death from COVID-19 is not uniformly distributed across all age classes, with the bulk of deaths among the +12 million cases reported worldwide (by 12 July 2020, (1)) occurring among older age classes and those with comorbidities (2, 3). It is further becoming clear that risk of infection is also not uniformly distributed across the population (4–9). T-cell and IgG antibody activity have been reported in non-exposed individuals to SARS-CoV-2, suggesting that resistance to infection may accrue from previous exposure to endemic corona viruses (7, 10, 11). A fraction of the population may also already be intrinsically resistant to infection as a consequence of high functioning innate immunity and such mechanistic reasons as reduced expression of Angiotensin Converting Enzyme 2 (ACE2) (12). Here we present a general framework which can be used to systematically explore the impact of these differences in vulnerability to disease and resistance to infection by SARS-CoV-2 on its epidemiology.

Our model (see Supplementary Text File) links two subpopulations (groups 1 and 2) by means of an interaction matrix in which \( \delta \) \((0 < \delta < 1)\) specifies the degree of within-group mixing in a subpopulation of proportion \( \rho \). Thus, all contacts are within the respective groups (i.e. mixing is fully assortative) when \( \delta = 1 \), and between-group mixing is maximised at \( \delta = 0 \). Random or proportionate mixing occurs when \( \delta = \rho \). We define the basic reproduction number (\( R_0 \)) for each group as the fundamental transmission potential of the virus within a homogenous population consisting of members of that group. Rates of loss of infection and immunity are given respectively as \( \sigma \) and \( \gamma \).

The incidence of deaths can be derived from this general framework by assigning appropriate infection fatality rates to the different subpopulations, and factoring in a delay between infection and death. For SARS-CoV-2, this can be achieved by defining a vulnerable fraction to which deaths are confined (see Supplementary Text File). However, since the vulnerable fraction is likely to be small, the level of population-wide immunity required to reverse the growth rate of infections may be expected to remain at 1 − 1/\( R_0 \), where \( R_0 \) is the basic reproduction number in the general population. By contrast, if a fraction \( \rho \) of the population is resistant to infection (\( R_0 = 0 \)), the herd immunity threshold (HIT) is given as \( (1 - \rho)(1 - 1/R_0)(1/(1 - \delta \rho)) \), for all values of \( \gamma \). This suggests that a wide variation in HIT can be observed depending on the proportion resistant, the \( R_0 \) within the non-resistant group and the degree of mixing between resistant and non-resistant groups.
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Figure 1 - Herd-immunity threshold under proportionate and assortative mixing. Herd-immunity threshold (HIT) when varying proportion of the population fully resistant ($\rho$) under (A) assortative mixing ($\delta = 1$), (B) proportionate mixing ($\delta = \rho$). Each color band equates to a 0.125 change, and black covers the range 0-0.01 ($R_0 = 0$, $R_0 = R_0$, $1/\sigma = 5$ days, $\gamma = 0$).

Table 1 - Herd-immunity threshold (HIT). Model output for proportionate mixing ($\rho = \delta$, left, light grey) and assortative mixing ($\delta = 1$, right, white) for varying basic reproduction number $R_0$ and proportion resistant $\rho$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proportionate mixing</th>
<th>Assortative mixing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_0 = 1.25$</td>
<td>$R_0 = 1.25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_0 = 1.5$</td>
<td>$R_0 = 1.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_0 = 2$</td>
<td>$R_0 = 2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_0 = 2.5$</td>
<td>$R_0 = 2.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_0 = 3$</td>
<td>$R_0 = 3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When mixing is fully assortative, $\text{HIT} = (1 - \rho)(1 - 1/R_0)$. In other words, the HIT declines in proportion to the size of the resistant group (Figure 1A). For example, when $R_0 = 2$, HIT will be reached at 25% if half the population is resistant. By contrast, under proportionate (i.e. random) mixing, $\text{HIT} = 1 - 1/R_0 - \rho$ (Figure 1B). This implies that the pathogen will not spread unless the proportion immune is below $1 - 1/R_0$. Thus, under the same condition of half the population being resistant, no epidemic will occur unless $R_0 > 2$. The dependence of HIT on the degree of within-group mixing ($\delta$) increases with the proportion resistant $\rho$ (Figures 2 A & C), exhibiting their lowest values in a disassortative extreme ($\delta = 0$). We expect that, in most populations, the resistant and non-resistant groups will mix proportionately (represented by the white line in Figure 2) but, even in the assortative extreme, the values for HIT we obtain (Table 1) are well below those reported by Britton et al (13) in relation to the effects of age and activity structure on HIT. Our results are in broad agreement with those of Gomes et al. (14) under substantial individual variation in susceptibility or connectivity, and the two exercises should be seen to reinforce each other. Our binary approach of resistant versus susceptible with structured mixing has the advantage that we can display the entire range of possible outcomes without needing to explicitly measure the coefficient of variation in susceptibility and exposure to infection. Incomplete resistance can be implemented within this framework by allowing $R_{0h} = F \times R_0$, where $0 < F < 1$ (Figure S1); our simulations indicate that under incomplete resistance, the reduction in HIT is roughly proportional to $F$ (for example,
50% of the population being 50% resistant is roughly equivalent 25% with complete resistance, under proportionate mixing, when $R_0 = 1.5$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_0$ = 1.5</th>
<th>$R_0$ = 2.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Figure 2 - Herd-immunity threshold and associated percentage decrease in mortality.</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Figure 2 - Herd-immunity threshold and associated percentage decrease in mortality.</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maintaining the proportion immune above the threshold of herd immunity prevents the associated pathogen from establishing and spreading within a population. Otherwise, infections will continue to increase until the HIT is reached. Thereafter, the incidence of new infections will fall but the proportion exposed will overshoot HIT and settle eventually at a value often much in excess of HIT ([Figure S2](#)). Substantial reductions in cumulative mortality can be obtained as the resistant proportion increases ([Figures 2 B & D](#)) which could provide a simple explanation for the wide variation in death rates reported across various regions.

Provided the proportion of the population exposed is in excess of the HIT, any subsequent epidemic will not occur until the susceptible population is replenished through births and/or loss of immunity. Non-pharmaceutical interventions
preventing the proportion exposed from exceeding the HIT, will leave the population open to further growth in infections once these measures are eased. We further stress that HIT is independent of the rate of loss of immunity (γ) although the latter will affect the timing and magnitude of the subsequent epidemic peaks (Figure S3). Moreover, the public health impact of subsequent peaks will depend on the degree to which previous exposure reduces severity of disease, and not just whether infection-blocking immunity is lost. Given the mounting evidence that exposure to seasonal coronaviruses offers protection against clinical symptoms (9), it would be reasonable to assume that exposure to SARS-CoV-2 itself would confer a significant degree of clinical immunity. Thus, a second peak may result in far fewer deaths, particularly among those with comorbidities in the younger age classes.

Determining the proportion exposed for SARS-CoV-2 is not possible through tracking clinical cases since the majority of infections are likely to be asymptomatic (15), although symptom tracking and other proxies such as excess influenza-like-illness provide a promising alternative route (16, 17). Obtaining these data through serological surveys has proved to be a challenge, principally due to the variability in both antibody and cellular immune responses among exposed individuals and their kinetics (18). Reported levels of seroprevalence have not come close to what people believe to be necessary for herd immunity (18–22). Our results indicate that a wide variation in reported levels of exposure to SARS-CoV-2 can arise as a result of differences in the proportion of the population resistant to infection (ρ). High levels of seropositivity can arise under a reasonable range of ρ and R₀ where HIT is nonetheless lower than the proportion of the population already exposed (Figure S2). Equally, seropositivity measures of 10-20% are entirely compatible with local levels of immunity having approached or even exceeded the HIT, in which case the risk and scale of resurgence is lower than currently perceived.

Supplementary Files

Supplementary Text File - Deriving cumulative deaths from the model by defining a vulnerable fraction to which deaths are confined.

Supplementary Figures - List and legends of supplementary Figures S1-3 (support of main text).
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